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Dear American Council of Engineering Companies of Michigan,
Surveying Solutions Inc. (SSI) and Fishbeck have been valuable partners on the eastbound Blue
Water Bridge deck resurfacing rehabilitation project. One of the most critical aspects of this
survey was to measure an accurate thickness of the existing bridge deck to avoid milling into
the membrane within the deck, thus avoiding potential field issues during the subsequent
construction. The SSI/Fishbeck team proposed an innovative plan to collect data from the top
of deck and bottom of deck simultaneously to produce a snapshot in time of the bridge.
Utilizing a Terrestrial 3D Scanner to collect under the bridge, mobile scanning from a boat for
under the bridge and its sides, and mobile scanning from a suburban on the deck they were
able to complete all of the collection within a very short time frame to minimize any movement
of the bridge. All three scan data sets were merged to create a model of the bridge, allowing
designers to work with a very accurate drawing to gauge thickness of concrete. Another notable
success was that the team did the work with minimal impact to the traffic at this crucial
international border.
Thanks to our partnership with SSI and Fishbeck, MDOT and the design team were provided
with an accurate 3D representation that is being used for the rehabilitation of the existing
bridge deck on the Michigan half of the eastbound Blue Water Bridge. Both firms performed
this work in an exemplary fashion, providing a seamless product for the project’s use. This work
product exceeded our expectations and was accomplished within budget. We believe that this
project exemplifies the goals of the ACEC/Michigan Engineering and Surveying Excellence
Award.
Sincerely,

Carrie A. Warren, PE
Chief Engineer
Blue Water Bridge
1410 Elmwood
Port Huron, MI 48060
MURRAY D. VAN WAGONER BUILDING • P.O. BOX 30050 • LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909
www.Michigan.gov/MDOT • 517-241-2400
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BLUE WATER BRIDGE:

Lighting up the bridge with LiDAR

ROLE OF FIRM

The purpose of this project was to perform
The Blue Water Bridge is a twin-span inter- structure and road design surveys to support the resurfacing of the eastbound Blue
national bridge across the St. Clair River
that links Port Huron, Michigan, and Sarnia, Water Bridge Deck as well as electrical
Ontario. Connecting Highway 402 in Ontario improvements on the bridge.
with both Interstate 69 (I-69) and Interstate 94 (I-94) in Michigan, the bridge is the Role of SSI & Fishbeck on the Project
third-busiest crossing between the U.S. and Surveying Solutions, Inc. (SSI) and Fishbeck
Canada, and the second busiest truck cross- were employed by the Michigan Department
ing between the two countries.
of Transportation to survey the Eastbound
Bluewater Bridge from the West abutment
The eastbound Blue Water Bridge Deck
at the plaza to the USA boundary line in
(BWB2) finished construction in 1997. The
the middle of the St. Clair River. To provide
Michigan approach is approximately 2,300
an accurate depth of the concrete to prefeet in length. The “cross-over” structure,
vent crews from milling into the membrane
which connects the BWB2 to the toll plaza
within the deck, the team devised a plan
area of the BWB1 consists of three separate to scan the bridge utilizing multiple LiDAR
spans and two widened spans of the BWB1
sources. Fishbeck used its Terrestrial 3D Triapproach and accommodates three 11’ 10”
pod Scanner to capture 60 High-Definition
lanes and two shoulders at 3’ 11” for eastscans on the underside of the bridge while
bound traffic.
SSI drove over the top of the bridge with a
Overview of Project

SUV Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the bridge
surface while survey field crews set control
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Terrestrial 3D LiDAR scanner collecting
data below the bridge

Boat Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the sides
and additional areas below the bridge
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Mobile LiDAR unit to capture the road surface. SSI then transferred the Mobile LiDAR
unit to a boat and collected additional areas
on the underside of the bridge to ensure
complete coverage. All three scan data sets
were merged to create a comprehensive
model of the bridge. By scanning the top of
deck and bottom of deck simultaneously,
the team was able to produce a snapshot in
time of the bridge to determine the existing thickness everywhere across the deck
to be used by the design team. SSI also set
control on the bridge at the same exact time
so that the control measurements used to
adjust scan data and topography measurements from the scan data were collected
during the same environmental conditions
to minimize any movement in the bridge.
The horizontal and vertical control were
critical in merging the datasets to create the
most accurate representation of the surface
and features of the bridge span.
Prior to this project, SSI was involved with a
separate 3D Utility Mapping project for the
Blue Water Bridge. SSI’s role on this project
has included terrestrial LiDAR scanning of
the tunnels underneath the bridge and toll
plaza to create a full BIM of all utilities as
well as performing Mobile LiDAR acquisition of the United States toll plaza and the
immediate area. The previously collected
assets and linework from the Blue Water
Bridge Modeling project were also utilized
for this project and re-draped onto the new
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adjusted point cloud so that all data resides
for the project within the same environmental factors.
UNIQUENESS AND/OR INNOVATIVE APPLICATION
OF NEW OR EXISTING TECHNIQUES

Traditional survey control work, control
adjustments, and mapping is not feasible
for a bridge that moves based on different
weather conditions. Performing the control
and mapping using the fastest collection
methodology possible, allowed for the 3D
dataset to be collected nearly simultaneously. Understanding that actual elevations
of the deck are susceptible to movement,
minimizing the time for that movement to
happen allows for relative measurements of
deck thickness that are crucial to the proposed deck design.

Survey field crews setting control targets on the bridge deck
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FUTURE VALUE TO THE ENGINEERING OR
SURVEYING PROFESSION AND ENHANCED
PUBLIC AWARENESS/ ENTHUSIASM OF THE
ROLE OF THE ENGINEER OR SURVEYOR

Geospatial technology is constantly being
developed and improved to collect data
more efficiently. The number of consumers
of geospatial data is increasing at a rapid
rate and they are demanding that data be
more accurate, denser, and up to date. To
keep up with that demand, the way in which
data is being collected needs to be more efficient. The result of this project shows that
surveyors now more than ever must work
to collaborate and utilize various collection methods to deliver accurate geospatial
data. By combining efforts between SSI
and Fishbeck, our team was able to leverage three separate methods of LiDAR data
collection that included two platforms of

Mobile LiDAR scanning (SUV & boat) and
Terrestrial 3D Tripod scanning. This collaboration not only satisfied the project
goals, but the data collected will also provide value to the client for future maintenance and improvements to the Blue Water
Bridge.
SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The Blue Water Bridge plays an essential
role as an economic link facilitating the
largest bilateral trade relationship between the U.S. and Canada. According to
the Michigan Department of Transportation, the bridge is one of the busiest border
crossings in the country with more than
15,000 cars and trucks traveling across the
bridge everyday carrying over $100M worth
of goods. Any disruption to this trade

Colorized 3D point cloud generated from RIEGL LiDAR sensors
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crossing would have substantial impacts to
the global supply chain resulting in social
and economic implications. Given the potential economic ramifications coupled with
the high traffic volumes which put workers safety at risk, performing work on the
bridge provided several factors that needed
to be considered. By utilizing Mobile LiDAR
to collect the top of bridge deck we were
able to provide complete data coverage
without compromising the safety of field
personnel and had zero impact on the traveling public. In addition, the scanning operations were scheduled on a Sunday when
traffic volumes are their lowest.
COMPLEXITY

Surveying a bridge of this size and scale
provides a significant amount of complexity. However, operating within an international border crossing presents additional
challenges. In order to set/survey control
and scan both the top and bottom of the
bridge simultaneously, significant coordination between SSI, Fishbeck, and the Blue
Water Bridge Authority was also required.
Factors such as weather conditions, staff
availability, and access to the bridge crossing all dictated when our team could perform work. Merging the datasets sequentially was the second complex part of the
project. Because the top of the bridge deck
was fully controlled at a dense interval,
that dataset was held priority and was in
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the range of +/-0.015’ absolutely accurate.
The boat scan was then fixed to objects that
were visible from the bridge deck scan such
as steel truss members above the bridge so
that they could be merged in seamlessly to
the fully-controlled deck scan. The tripod
scan was fully controlled on land however,
since there was no control visible out midspan, the boat scan data was then used to
perform the final adjustment of the tripod
scan to seamlessly merge it in. In the end,
one homogenous dataset was created all
within a very short duration to minimize
any movement for a true deck thickness.
SUCCESSFUL FULFILLMENT OF OWNER /
CLIENT NEEDS

Through the partnership between SSI and
Fishbeck, MDOT and the design team were
provided with an accurate 3D representation that is being used for the rehabilitation
of the existing bridge deck on the Michigan
half of the eastbound Blue Water Bridge.
The innovative use of multiple LiDAR scanning methods provided a seamless product
for the project’s use and avoided potential
field issues during the subsequent construction. Not only did this fulfill the needs
of the client but the survey was also completed on time and within budget. MDOT
coordination was a huge part on the project’s success.

Photo Captions
Photo 1: Colorized 3D point cloud generated from RIEGL LiDAR sensors
Photo 2: SUV Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the bridge surface while survey field crews set control
Photo 3: Terrestrial 3D LiDAR scanner collecting data below the bridge
Photo 4: Boat Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the sides and additional areas below the bridge
Photo 5: Survey field crews setting control targets on the bridge deck
Photo 6:
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SUV Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the bridge
surface while survey field crews set control

Boat Mobile LiDAR unit collecting the sides and
additional areas below the bridge

Michigan
Department of
Transpor-

Terrestrial 3D LiDAR scanner collecting data
below the bridge

PROJECT OWNER:
Michigan Department of Transportation
Port Huron, MI

Colorized 3D point cloud generated from RIEGL
LiDAR sensors

Survey Solutions, Inc. (SSI) and Fishbeck were employed by
Parsons and the Michigan Department of Transportation
as part of a team to complete structure and road design
surveys for the deck resurfacing of the Eastbound Blue
Water Bridge Span (BWB2) over the St. Clair River. One of
the most critical aspects of the project was determining
an accurate depth of concrete to prevent milling into the
membrane within the deck. The team utilized several scanning methods including a Terrestrial 3D Scanner to collect
under the bridge, mobile scanning from a boat to collect
the sides and additional areas under the bridge, and mobile
scanning from an SUV to collect the surface of the bridge.
By scanning the top and bottom of deck simultaneously, the
team was able to produce a snapshot in time of the bridge
to determine the existing thickness everywhere across the
deck. SSI also set control on the bridge during scanning
operations to ensure that the control measurements used
to adjust scan data and topography measurements derived
from the scan data were all collected during the same environmental conditions to minimize any movement in the
bridge. The horizontal and vertical control were critical
in merging the datasets to create the most accurate representation of the surface and features of the bridge span.
When scanning was complete, all three scan datasets were
merged together to create a model of the bridge, allowing
designers to work with a very accurate drawing to gauge
thickness of concrete.
ENTERING FIRMS:
Surveying Solutions, Inc.
Standish, MI

Fishbeck
Grand Rapids, MI

Presentation Script
Project title: Blue Water Bridge: Lighting the Bridge with LiDAR
Firm Names: Surveying Solutions, Inc. & Fishbeck
SSI and Fishbeck completed data collection for the resurfacing and electrical improvements of the
Eastbound Bluewater Bridge. To accurately measure the depth of concrete on the bridge, the team used
multiple LiDAR collection methods including a Terrestrial 3D Tripod Scanner and Mobile LiDAR scanners
mounted on both an SUV and a boat to capture the top, bottom, and sides of the bridge. All three
datasets were merged to create a comprehensive 3D Model. By scanning the top and bottom of deck
simultaneously, the team was able to produce a snapshot in time to gauge the true thickness of the
deck.

Brochure Script
Project title: Blue Water Bridge: Lighting the Bridge with LiDAR
Firm Names: Surveying Solutions, Inc. & Fishbeck
SSI and Fishbeck completed data collection for the resurfacing and electrical improvements of the
Eastbound Bluewater Bridge. Multiple LiDAR collection methods were used including a Terrestrial 3D
Tripod Scanner and Mobile LiDAR scanners on both an SUV and a boat to capture the entire bridge
simultaneously.
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Owner: Michigan Department of Transportation
Firms: Surveying Solution, Inc.
Fishbeck

